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Bark: Default-Off Networking and Access
Control for the Internet of Things
Problem: “today’s IoT devices are”
1. buggy and vulnerable
2. simple or non-existent access control
3. difficult to patch

There are billions of devices out in the wild.
How do we prevent compromise and attacks?
Bark: Enforce access control in the network at gateways.
We describe:
1. A policy specification language that humans can understand.
2. Access control policies which are implementable using structure in existing
network protocols.
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Finding and Preventing Bugs
in JavaScript Bindings
81 bugs · Bountied security errors · Google Chrome & PDFium · DANGER!

We write static checkers to identify bugs at the boundary
between JavaScript and C++ in runtime systems…
...and create an API to prevent these bugs by construction
Fraser Brown, Shravan Narayan, Riad S. Wahby,
Dawson Engler, Ranjit Jhala, Deian Stefan

Developing IoT is HARD
• Because:

• We propose:
• Single Program Multiple Tiers
• Automated Security
• Integration interfaces

Automation

• It is multi-tiered
• hard to secure
• requires interoperability

The Signpost Platform for City-Scale Sensing
Joshua Adkins, Brad Campbell, Branden Ghena, Neal Jackson, Pat Pannuto, and Prabal Dutta
A city-wide sensing platform that is deployable, scalable, and driven by applications.

Key Research Themes
1. Private by design:
Do not collect what must be kept
private. Filtering done at the hardware
level, no camera, no identifying data
collected.
2. Energy-proportional computing:
Sensing and communication must scale
to current harvesting conditions.
3. Distributed applications:
Balance signpost-local resources,
communication bandwidth, and cloud
resources.
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MakerPass
A Multiplatform Access Control System for Makerspaces
•

Case study on IoT deployment
for academic makerspaces

•

What are the best practices
for ongoing maintainability
with high churn?

•

Do current IoT tools make best
practices easy?

•

How do we enforce access
control across heterogeneous
equipment and controllers?

ASAP: Automatic Smoothing for Attention
Prioritization in Time Series Visualization
Kexin Rong, Peter Bailis

Check out our poster for
• Additional optimizations
• Additional user study and
performance results
• Demo
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Automatic & User
Authored Checks

Visualizing and Checking Behavior of Embedded
Systems across Hardware and Software

Privacy, Discovery, and Authentication for the Internet of Things
David J. Wu, Ankur Taly, Asim Shankar, and Dan Boneh
Leveraging the power of the Internet of Things requires
users to be able to discover devices and services

Device owner’s
name / user ID
revealed!

Device location
revealed!
A typical discovery
protocol

Private mutual authentication:
client and server authenticate
in a way where neither party
has to reveal their identity first
Private discovery: services
discoverable only by authorized
clients and clients visible only
to authorized services

Embedded Device Generation
Allow anyone who can code to design an
embedded device by leveraging the power of
libraries and constraint solvers

peripheral button = new MomentarySwitch();
peripheral light = new LED(color=orange);
void loop() {
if(button.isPressed()){
light.toggle();
} else {
light.off();
}
delay(1000); //milliseconds
}

Come see our poster and demos!

Trust but Verify: Auditing the Secure
Internet of Things
Do you know what your IoT devices are saying about you?
We introduce TLS-RaR, which has these useful properties:
● It enables read-only auditing of secured communication.
● Auditors see the exact plaintext encrypted by TLS (or report failure).
● The format of TLS on the wire is not changed.
● No TLS-layer changes are required for some servers.
● Only minimal changes to OpenSSL are required on the IoT device.

Synthesizing and Optimizing Milling Programs
• 3-axis CNC mills are computer controlled metal cutting
machines
• Expensive -> Owners want to get high utilization
• Made out of metal -> Any programming errors are
catastrophic
• Our system can synthesize programs automatically

• By analyzing previous runs we can accelerate new
programs by up to a factor of 20

